Midlothian Community Media Association

Minutes of the Meeting of the Board of directors held on Thursday29th January 2014

Present: John Ritchie, Caroline Crawford, Brian John Smith, David Aird (Full directors)Chris Mackrell & Gordon Clayton (Associate directors)

In Attendance: Laurence Reid (Midlothian Council)

Apologies for absence: Steve Horseburgh, Bob Miller

Secretary to contact Bob Wood to clarify if he still wants to be a Director

Minutes of Meeting held on 14th November 2013:  Approval proposed Caroline Crawford seconded by Chris Mackrell

Business arising:

Clyde repair Bill-Work still outstanding-Payment withheld

Roles of Directors: 
Bob Miller has agreed to take on role of collator in regard to Disclosure Matters. Bob contacted Volunteer Scotland to see what needed to be done following the changes in the system. Only those with regular contact with Children and Vulnerable adults will have to be checked. Bob would need a secure area to retain records-Agreed

Finance: 
Balance is around £8760

Quotation sought from Skymast for the purchase of a new aerial. This would allow vertical and horizontal transmission and may improve signal. The equipment would have to be customised and may depend on when the company is available. If quotation was around the agreed figure then it should be installed. Suggestion that the Aerial man be approached to carry out work in exchange for a second phase of advertising. (Once a programme for a month might be fair)
Fire Safety/Security:
New pad in place on garden gate. CCTV camera to be adjusted to avoid visual intrusion 

Web-site updated with Minutes and accounts-thanks to Chris
Sustainer: 
More thanks to Chris for the vastly improved service.

Volunteer’s Thank You---took the form of Hogmanay Gathering

The 12/13 Accounts are with O.S.C.R.  but more information required as it appears that goalposts have been moved. Board are frustrated with this body and Chairman will approach contact at National Organisation for Voluntary Sector to see what changes can be affected to their requirements. 

Volunteer Recruitment: 
Breakfast, Drivetime and What’s New slots are problems in terms of presenters.

Stewart Lochead likely to join the team on Fri p.m.’s and a morning.

It was resolved to hold training on Monday Evenings 7pm-9pm @ the centre on 3rd, 10th.17th.24th March

After discussion, training would be for 16 years +---John Ritchie suggested that editing .recording and use of desk could be included. To be advertised on air on the website and through MVA- Action Chris

Web Shop: 
The station had mugs and T-Shirts through barter arrangement with the Settlement. Snooker DVD’s also available that could be sold with commission to BDFM

 Fleeces 10 to be bought initially—2 med, 3 large and 5 x-large

Advertising: 
Picture Framer taking a break –Other potential advertisers seem to want a great deal for very little outlay. To be fair to existing advertisers we need to stand firm-let time pass and approach again.

John Ritchie had spoken to people in relation to Straiton and has arranged meeting with Council staff who commission advertising/public Information

Revenue Grant applied for 2014/15. Gordon Clayton has become a member of the Co-Production panel reviewing grant system helping represent the Voluntary Sector in general and not MCMA. . Changes likely but not right away.

AOCB: 
2 mini-recorders with video to be purchased- £250 net

Hard drive to improve Sustainer

Gordon Clayton to meet with Alan Thompson, ICT Development Officer to discuss school’s radio project

Brian Smith to supply picture of Penrose for the web-site

Date of Next Meeting:  
To be confirmed
